Abstract--In mammography, the first cause of image contrast reduction arises from the photons scattered inside the examined organ. The amount of Compton scattering strongly depends on the irradiation area and on the distance between the organ and the X-ray detector: we have experimentally evaluated how these geometrical conditions affect the scattering fraction.
I. INTRODUCTION The detection of low contrast structures in breast tissue represents a challenging task for mammography [1] : for tumoral masses in early development stage the radiological contrast is below 3%.
The principal cause of contrast reduction in mammographic images is due to the radiation scattered by the organ [2] - [3] .
We know from previous Monte Carlo simulations realized in our group [4] , that the scattered photons from a phantom have an average scattering angle of 0.59 rad and a FWHM of 1 rad respect to the original direction. The input of the simulation is a photon beam impinging orthogonally on a 4 cm thick lucite phantom; the photon energy distribution reproduces the one of a standard mammographic tube.
Moreover this study shows that for an irradiation fields of 18 x 18 cm 2 , the scattering fraction (the scattered over primary flux ratio) is of the order of 70 %: this implies an estimated image contrast reduction factor up to 60 % with respect to the theoretical value.
Anti-diffusion grids are used in standard mammography to reject the scattered photons; they are inserted between the patient and the radiation detector. As drawback, they lead to a consistent increase of the patient dose because part of the primary radiation is adsorbed by the grids so that, in order to have the same statistic on the detector, the photons flux must be increased.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT
We have used several 3 mm thick lead collimators with square openings ranging from 3.61 to 56 cm 2 . The collimators have been placed in turn above a breast phantom which consists of a lucite cylinder, 4 cm thick and 10 cm in diameter. A standard mammographic tube (0.1 mm fine focus, 1 mm Be + 0.03 mm Mo filter) has been used to irradiate the phantom at a distance focus-phantom of 63 cm. A single photon counting device based on a silicon pixel detector has been used as X-ray sensor. The detector is a 300 µm thick silicon crystal with an array of 64 by 64 square pixels, 170 µm side. The data read-out is performed by a VLSI integrated circuit named Photon Counting Chip (PCC), developed within the MEDIPIX collaboration [7] - [8] . The electronics chip is connected to the sensor by means of bumpbonding technique. The detector active area is 1.2 cm 2 .
A. Scattering dependency on irradiation area
For every image, the number of counts/pixel, N, is the sum of two different contributions: the primary photons P that cross the phantom without change their direction and the secondary photons S that cross the phantom interacting with the material.
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B. Contrast improvement
The reduction of the scattering photons improves the imaging capabilities and in particular the experimental contrast C exp defined as:
where C th is the theoretical contrast related to the differences in the adsorption of photons between region of different densities within the phantom.
We have studied the improvement of the contrast at a distance phantom-detector of 1 cm for different irradiation areas. The phantom is a 4 cm thick lucite cylinder, in which are present various cylindrical holes, all 12 mm in diameter and 3 mm deep. In each hole an aluminum detail, 4 mm in diameter, of different thickness, is immersed in wax. We used aluminum details with a thickness ranging from 125 µm to 25 µm Fig. 3 : it is nearly independent on detail thickness and it has a value of about 1.15. 
C. Contrast improvement with the distance phantomdetector.
An improvement of the contrast can be also achieved increasing the distance between the phantom and the detector.
This method, known as "air gap method", can be explained with the fact that the contribution of the scattering photons is geometrically reduced when the phantom-detector distance is increased.
Looking at the Fig.1 , we can see that the relative difference between the number of counts/pixel of the image taken with an open field (N open ) and the number of counts/pixel of the image taken with a radiation field of area x (N x ) decrease of about 88 % if the distance phantom-detector varies from 1 cm (crosses) to 7 cm (squares) for an irradiation field area of about 5600 mm 2 , but decrease of an amount only 6 % if the irradiation field area is 361 mm 2 . Fig. 4 Experimental contrast of a 125 µm thick aluminum detail versus phantom-detector distance for an irradiation field area of 361 mm 2 .
The contrast improvement with distance is important especially for wide irradiation field areas. In fact, in the case of an irradiation field area of 361 mm 2 the contrast poorly depends on the distance phantom-detector. In fact, Fig. 4 shows, for a chosen detail thickness, that for distances ranging from 1 cm to 4 cm the contrast gain is about 5 % and it remains constant above this distance. Fig. 5 represents the calculated contrast of aluminum details of different thickness for an open field acquisition (square) and for an irradiation field area of 361 mm 2 (cross) with a distance between the phantom and the detector of 7 cm. Comparing this data with the one of Fig.2 we can see an improvement of the contrast values. 
D. Imaging performance
The reduction of the scattering fraction leads to an improvement of the imaging quality. In order to evaluate this effect we acquired some images for aluminum details of different thickness.
All the images have been acquired using an energy threshold discriminator fixed at the value of about 9 keV. To take into account the systematic noise due to the different response of the 4096 pixels, each image is corrected with a gain matrix evaluated using a 109 Cd source. To evaluate the weighing map of the detector, a matrix corresponding to the 64 x 64 counts/pixel is acquired with a distance source-detector of about 10 cm so that an uniform irradiation from the source is expected: with this configuration, differences in counts between pixels are due to their intrinsic different response. If we divide the number of counts of every pixel by the mean number of counts/pixel registered on the whole matrix we obtain a gain matrix.
The same thing would have been done with the mammographic tube; the choice of the 109 Cd source is related to the fact that small variations in the threshold value of the discriminator are negligible when the incoming photons have an energy considerably bigger than the threshold one (as in the case of 109 Cd source, E γ ∼ 22 keV), but become relevant with the low energy component of the mammographic spectrum. Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the raw data image and the equalized image of a 125 µm thick aluminum detail acquired using the mammographic tube (75 mAs, 28 kVp, distance focus-phantom 63 cm). The equalized image is obtained dividing the raw data image by the gain matrix evaluated with 109 Cd source. Each histogram represents the counts/pixel distribution for the corresponding whole image; the external peaks represent the counting distribution in the aluminum region (the left one) and in the wax region (the right one): after equalization, they do not change their mean value but become narrower.
The third image in Fig. 6 shows the same 125 µm thick aluminum detail acquired with an irradiation field area of 361 mm 2 after the equalization process; we have used a bigger exposure value (100 mAs) in order to have a comparable statistic in the three images. Comparing the counts distribution in the two equalized images we can see that, for the collimated field, the peaks are narrower and better resolved.
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) describes the increasing of the imaging capabilities with collimation. In order to evaluate it, we have acquired images of the 125 µm thick aluminum detail for different value of the anodic current in the mammographic tube (which is proportional to exposure). The distribution of counts/pixel obtained for the 125 µm thick aluminum detail in a region of interest which comprises only the aluminum detail (left peak) and the wax circle (right peak) is presented in Fig. 7 : we used an exposure of 75 mAs and an open irradiation field. The two peaks are fitted with a gaussian curve with mean value N i and standard deviation σ i (i=1 means wax; i = 2 means aluminum). We define Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) as: The SNR calculated for the collimated field over the SNR calculated for the open field is reported in Fig. 9 . The ratio does not depend on the exposure: this suggests that the improving of the SNR is a consequence of the collimation and it is not conditioned by any statistical effect. We have made the same SNR measurements for a distance phantom-detector of 7 cm (Fig. 10) . For exposures bigger than 50 mAs the SNR value calculated at 7 cm is bigger than that calculated at 1 cm and, both for open field and collimated field; for exposure lower than 50 mAs, which is the range commonly used in mammography, the difference become negligible. The improvement in contrast and SNR with collimation is qualitatively shown in the images of the aluminum details of different thickness acquired at a phantom detector distance of 1 cm (Fig. 11) . The dimension of each image is 1.18 cm 2 ; all of them have been equalized with the procedure described above and they have been obtained with 100 mAs and 28 kVp.
In the first row the images are acquired with an open irradiation field; in the second row the images have been acquired with an irradiation field area of 361 mm 2 . 
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have evaluated how an irradiation area comparable to the area of the detector acts positively on the quality of the radiological image.
In particular, using a single photon counting device based on a silicon pixel detector with an active area of 1.2 cm 2 , we have studied how the Contrast and the Signal to Noise Ratio in images of aluminum detail of different thickness depend on the irradiation areas and on the distance phantom-detector.
We have obtained a contrast improvement of about 15 % going from an open field irradiation area to an irradiation area of 361 mm 2 ; in this case, also the SNR increases of about 25%. On the other hand, for a collimated field, the contrast seems poorly depend on the distance phantom-detector and, for exposure ranging from 15 to 50 mAs, the variation of SNR with distance is negligible.
